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Abstract   Ecologists and conservation biologists seem increasingly attracted to sophis- 
ticated modelling approaches, sometimes at the expense of attention to data quality and 
appropriateness of fieldwork design. This dissociation may lead to a loss of perspective 
promoting biological unrealities as conclusions, which may be used in conservation 
applications. We illustrate this concern by focusing on recent attempts to estimate popu- 
lation size of breeding birds at large scales without any explicit testing of the reliability of 
the predictions through comparison with direct counts. Disconnection of analysts from 
‘‘nature’’ can lead to cases of biological unrealities such as that used here to illustrate such 
trends. To counter this risk, we encourage investment in well-rounded scientists or more 
collaborative, multi-disciplinary teams capable of integrating sophisticated analyses with 
in-depth knowledge of the natural history of their study subjects. 
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Introduction 
 

Recent decades have seen an exponential increase in the employment of ever more 
sophisticated computational and remote sensing tools in wildlife monitoring and conser- 
vation biology. In many cases, studies exclusively target the calibration and proposal of 
new, increasingly complex, presumably improved, models. While this is clearly welcomed, 
the sophistication of the analytical techniques often overrides and overshadows the quality 
of the biological data being analyzed. As a consequence, concern is spreading among 
ecologists about the loss of perspective derived from a growing overemphasis on analytical 
techniques rather than conceptual content, data quality, or theory development (e.g. Doak 
and Mills 1994; Belovsky et al. 2004; Guthery 2008a). The problem, clearly and recur- 
rently expressed by ecologists, is exacerbated in conservation biology by its need for 
reliable applications. Sound conservation approaches require not only robust analytical 
methods but, importantly, reliable datasets that can be trusted (Nichols and Williams 2006; 
Lindenmayer and Likens 2009). In practice, many studies employ data from multiple 
sources, often relying on amateur work, without a thorough understanding or critical 
evaluation of the influence of the background data quality, and its subsequent analytical 
transformation, on the research conclusions. This process promotes a frequent dissociation 
between the quality of the modelling and the quality of the data behind it, often generating 
biological  unrealities  as  conclusions,  which  may  be  used  to  propose  conservation 
measures. 

There is a great need for good data in understanding population dynamics linked to 
population size as a strong predictor of wildlife extinction risk. In fact, huge efforts and 
funds are increasingly invested in multiple programs of diverse schemes, goals and reli- 
ability, focusing on spatial and temporal variations in abundance and distribution of 
wildlife, as a proxy to population status and trends (e.g. Pereira and Cooper 2006; Baillie 
et al. 2008). These programs typically involve simultaneous surveys of multiple common 
species, and often lack a previous comprehensive assessment of potential species-specific 
and scale-dependent sources of variation, bias and error (e.g. Pollock et al. 2002; Elphick 
2008). In contrast, programs based on the monitoring of a single species are typically based 
on a more intensive effort to determine absolute population size for a particular region and 
are usually more limited in duration (i.e. number of years) because of logistic and funding 
constraints. Such intensive, single-species programs have often been directed at large 
endangered species, such as many avian top predators (Thompson 2004). These species are 
often elusive and typically occur at low density, which makes it difficult to determine their 
abundance through large-scale, amateur-based monitoring schemes simultaneously track- 
ing multiple common species (e.g. Andersen 2007; Hardey et al. 2009). 

Monitoring birds to estimate absolute abundance is often faced with multiple potential 
biases and errors during sampling (i.e. at the source of a study), which can magnify the 
error of outcome estimates when multiple assumptions are made, and strong inference and 
sophisticated calculations are used to quantify or extrapolate population properties at larger 
scales. Accordingly, a large body of research has focused on sampling designs and ana- 
lytical procedures that allow more reliable extrapolation of modelling results to non-survey 
areas (e.g. Pollock et al. 2002; Elphick 2008). Oddly, much less effort has been devoted to 



 

   

 

 
validate survey schemes by comparing their statistical predictions with the ‘true’ abun- 
dance observed in the exact same area through more intensive monitoring. For instance, 
many recent attempts to estimate population size of breeding birds at large scales have 
applied increasingly sophisticated statistical frameworks, without any explicit testing of the 
reliability of their predictions through comparison with direct counts (e.g. Carrascal and 
Palomino 2008; Herrando et al. 2008; Sierdsema and Van Loon 2008). Here, we use a case 
study to illustrate how estimations based upon inference and statistical predictions can be 
highly artificial and misleading in certain cases. We then discuss the potential risks of loose 
application  of  attractive  but  assumption-rich analytical  tools  in  conservation biology, 
unless these are accompanied by ad hoc comparisons with real data from control areas and 
proper calibration of potential errors and biases. 

 
A meaningful case study 

 
We illustrate the above concerns by focusing on a recent attempt to estimate population 
size of breeding forest raptors in Spain, based on volunteer fieldwork and sophisticated 
computational procedures including data standardization, modelling, extrapolation and re- 
sampling (hereafter ‘‘statistical estimation’’, see Palomino and Valls 2011 for details). Data 
from these types of publications by national-level conservation NGOs are typically used by 
local administrations to establish conservation priorities and targets. We compared the 
results obtained from such statistical procedures with recent or current direct counts 
conducted by intensive searching for territories and nests (hereafter ‘‘direct counts’’; see 
Table 1 for details), following the traditional approach to raptor surveys (Andersen 2007). 
In direct counts, the investigators typically search nests and territories until they are 
reasonably sure that all in the study area have been detected. With the goal of a complete 
census in mind, they usually adjust their search effort and procedures to the biological 
challenges imposed by each target species in each particular area. Thus, the rationale 
behind these sorts of intensive approaches is to reach an estimate of population abundance 
that is as close as possible to the real population size, as if effort was unlimited. Therefore, 
we consider the compiled case-studies as useful controls for testing the reliability of the 
statistically estimated population sizes. 

The results of such comparisons indicated that the statistical approach predicted pop- 
ulation sizes that largely over or underestimated the abundance obtained by direct counts in 
the exact same area. Statistical inference even created ‘virtual’ populations in areas where 
the species did not nest or did so extremely irregularly and in small numbers (Table 1). 
Most of the abundance estimates obtained by direct counts, and even their minimum and 
maximum values (i.e. even accounting for annual variations), did not fall within the range 
of the statistical estimates (90 % confidence intervals). In some cases, statistical estimation 
and direct counts covered different, albeit very recent years. However, the temporal sep- 
aration was never great enough to explain the differential population estimates. In most 
cases, such recoveries would have had to be unrealistically spectacular. This can be 
illustrated by the case of the red kite Milvus milvus population of Madrid, which showed a 
dramatic crash between the first national census in 1994 (65–70 pairs, Viñ uela et al. 1999) 
and 2001 (36 pairs, SCV 2003), then remaining stable until the last national census of 2005 
at 40 pairs (Cardiel 2006). Statistical estimation predicted an unlikely population explosion 
to 140 territories estimated for 2009–2010 (Table 1). This recovery is demographically 
unrealistic according to the estimated vital rates found in other populations (e.g. Tavecchia 
et al. 2011), unless assuming a massive immigration episode from other regions. The latter 
is highly unlikely given the typically high natal and breeding philopatry of this species 



 

   

 

 
Table 1  Comparison between direct counts and statistical estimations of the population size of breeding 
forest raptors in several provinces of Spain 

 

Species                           Province     Number of territories                               Error (%)a         Accuracy (%)b
 

 
Direct count Statistical estimation 

 
Milvus milvus                Madrid        40c                                 140(120–160)                 ?250              28.6 

Alicante 0d  9(3–15) - 0.0 
Almeria 0e  3(0–6) – 0.0 
Cádiz 2e  24(14–33) ?1,100 8.3 
Có rdoba 0e  94(80–110) – 0.0 
Granada 0e  2(0–4) – 0.0 
Huelva 49d  100(80–120) ?104 49.0 
Jaen 0e  59(45–74) – 0.0 
Málaga 0e  16(9–24) – 0.0 
Sevilla 1e  200(190–220) ?19,900 0.5 
Bizkaia 1(0–1)d  0 -100 0.0 
Murcia 0d  19(10–28) – 0.0 

Milvus migrans              Alicante      0(0–1)d                          11(5–17)                       –                       0.0 
Circaetus gallicus          Madrid        54(45–63)d             120(100–140)                 ?122              45.0 

Alicante 41(36–49)d  130(110–140) ?217 31.5 
Bizkaia 4d  21(12–30) ?425 19.0 

Pernis apivorus             Madrid        45(42–48)d                   9(4–14)                       -400              20.0 
Murcia 0d  8(5–14) – 0.0 

Accipiter gentilis           Alicante      28(21–35)d                55(42–66)                     ?96                50.9 
Bizkaia 15d  77(63–91) ?413 19.5 
Murcia 14d  91(73–110) ?550 15.4 

Buteo buteo                   Alicante      60(54–75)d             280(250–310)                 ?367              21.4 
Hieraaetus pennatus      Alicante      1(0–4)d                      150(130–160)                 ?14,900           0.7 

Bizkaia 9d  15(8–22) ?66 60 
 

‘‘Error’’ indicates the percentage difference between the ‘real’ (direct count) and predicted (statistical 
estimation) absolute number of territories. The sign ? or - indicates whether the statistical estimation over 
or underestimated the population size obtained by direct counts. ‘‘Accuracy’’ indicates the difference 
between the ‘real’ (direct count) and the estimated (statistical) number of pairs in relative terms 
a   Calculated as: [(direct count - statistical estimate)/direct count] 9 100 
b   Calculated as: direct count 9 100/statistical estimate 
c   Data from Cardiel (2006), on the basis of previous censuses (Viñ uela et al. 1999; SCV 2003) 
d   Own data. Honey buzzard in Madrid in 2010 (based on previous annual census since 2004, Roviralta et al. 
2004), short-toed eagle (census between 2005 and 2010 in Madrid Province), several species in Bizkaia in 
2010 (based on previous annual censuses since 1997, Zuberogoitia et al. 2011), several species in Alicante in 
2009 (based on previous censuses since 2007), several species in Murcia in 2009–2010 (based on previous 
censuses since 2007), and red kites in Doñ ana National Park, Huelva (2006), complemented with data from 
other areas (2010) recorded by the Consejerı́a de Medio Ambiente of the Junta de Andalucı́a (provided by J. 
R. Benitez and R. Arenas). Variation (in parentheses) indicates different counts between years (2009–2011) 
in Alicante and Bizkaia, and the range between the minimum confirmed number of pairs to the maximum 
possible (confirmed plus probable) number of pairs in Madrid 
e   Data from Consejerı́a de Medio Ambiente of the Junta de Andalucı́a based on direct counts in 2010 
(provided by J. R. Benitez and R. Arenas) 



 

   

 

 
(Newton et al. 1994), its poor conservation status and its steep negative trends in sur- 
rounding and more distant areas (Cardiel 2006). 

Clearly, the above-cited macroscopic and systematic differences between statistical 
estimation and direct counts point to substantial sources of error at some stage of the 
fieldwork and modelling process, or both. Collection of data in the field, their validation, 
and statistical assumptions, analysis and inference are all subject to multiple sources of 
bias and uncertainty that may compromise the reliability of population estimates calculated 
by statistical extrapolation. Unfortunately, it is often impossible to determine a posteriori 
what uncontrolled biases and errors operated in the process yielding the statistical esti- 
mation. In our case study, we believe that major sources of error and bias arose from 
survey design and fieldwork methodology, coupled with an inadequate spatial coverage of 
the sampled areas, given the final goal of extrapolation to very large areas. Further biases 
arose due to the fact that elusive species, such as many forest raptors, were not searched by 
ad hoc species-specific methods and dates, but rather using generalised methods that were 
applied homogeneously to all species. This is peculiar because, with few exceptions, an 
experienced surveyor would likely employ profoundly different search strategies and target 
different periods, sites, altitudes and habitats when looking for each species (Hardey et al. 
2009). Finally, further errors could have arisen later in the analytical stage. For example, 
environmental variables were subjectively categorized without a particular species in mind 
or lacking clear biological reasoning in the statistical estimation. Thus, certain habitat- 
classes (e.g. the pooling of riparian and oak woodlands, or young and mature forest) may or 
may not have represented biologically relevant environmental features for the target 
species, and their consideration in large-scale population size estimation through extrap- 
olation by habitat may promote significant biases (e.g. Harris and Haskell 2007). There- 
fore, multiple errors and biases could have arisen at several stages, from methodological 
field biases, to scale problems and analytical inadequacies. The unknown interaction and 
likely amplification of sequential sources of error throughout the modelling process likely 
contributed to the gross final errors of estimation, well exemplified by the prediction of 
species occurrence in large areas from which such species have long been absent with 
reliable certainty. 

 
The risk of statistical ritualization 

 
Multiple potential biases and errors linked to field design and implementation frequently 
become magnified at later stages through further uncertainties associated with statistical 
assumptions, strong inference and sophisticated sequential equations each carrying its own 
intrinsic errors. More frequently than commonly realized, this process may result in 
unrealistic estimations and predictions (Guthery 2008a). Thus, while the use of up-to-date 
statistics and mathematics is obviously useful, we are concerned that many researchers 
may be currently more interested in sophisticated modelling procedures at the expense of 
attention to data quality and appropriateness of fieldwork design. This overemphasis on 
computationally-rich approaches may result in the blurring of the biologically-useful 
information of a dataset by replacing it with a dearth of quantitative algorithms of complex 
interpretation and problematic extrapolation to non-sampled areas. In extreme cases, such 
overemphasis on analytical methods and their dissociation from fieldwork may end up 
converting the entire modelling process to nothing more than an exercise in formally 
structured guesswork. This leads to the paradox of many methodological papers focusing 
on analytical approaches proposed for conservation, but presented through an example that 
ends up being a guide to how you should NOT use those models. Such a vicious cycle is 



 

   

 

 
reinforced by the common perception that complex analytical procedures and presentation 
of convoluted equations and models are synonymous with scientific objectivity and rigour 
(Murtaugh 2007; Guthery 2008b). For instance, the confidence intervals of mean popu- 
lation sizes of the statistical estimations in our case study, calculated through bootstrapping 
re-sampling, were considered to add a high degree of statistical certainty to the predictions 
(Palomino and Valls 2011). Unfortunately, even though the term ‘‘confidence interval’’ 
would suggest reliable conclusions, it does not take into account biases in fieldwork design 
and model assumptions (Elphick 2008). 

The end result of this current overemphasis on fashionable complex models is a mul- 
titude of analyses that look methodologically appealing but possess little biological content 
or utility. This kind of formally attractive but conceptually misleading computational 
routine has been accused of halting progress in general and applied ecology (Belovsky 
et al. 2004; Guthery 2008b), as a form of ritualistic by-product of human predisposition to 
orthodoxy and tribalism (Wilson 2004; Guthery 2008a). 

 
Implications for conservation 

 
Current red lists of conservation status assign risk categories on the basis of criteria heavily 
based on population size, temporal trends, and geographic range size. Therefore, assigning 
species to risk categories through erroneous or non-validated estimates of abundance and 
other population traits (e.g. current and future potential distributions, see Araú jo et al. 
2011) could lead to serious misinformed decisions in conservation management and 
investment aimed at improving scarce populations of imperilled species. Thus, the status of 
some threatened species could radically change in their assigned IUCN categories 
depending on whether computational forecasts or real data (i.e. direct counts) are con- 
sidered. We stress that we are absolutely not against the utilization of indirect methods to 
hypothesize absolute abundance and other traits in wildlife populations. However, we 
express serious concerns over the growing emphasis on loose utilization of these methods 
to establish population sizes and other traits with implications in conservation manage- 
ment. As demonstrated by our case study, sophisticated forecasts are not exclusive to 
specialized academic exercises, and increasingly permeate the sector of conservation 
biologists and wildlife managers, such as conservation-based NGOs. In such contexts, 
complex models may be perceived even more as ‘‘holy grails’’ accepted as scientifically 
objective with little critical assessment. Conservation status assignment should be espe- 
cially cautious in those cases in which no attempt has been made to validate the quanti- 
tative predictions with real data from systematic direct counts. 

 
The imperative need for validation 

 
Despite the enormous amount of effort and funds expended in population monitoring for 
conservation, there is considerable controversy over the validity of artificial population size 
estimates predicted through sampling and inference from statistical procedures (Newson 
et al. 2005; Murgui 2011; Norman et al. 2011). Part of the controversy arises because the 
increasing complexity of the analytical procedures prevents a full understanding of how the 
predictions of population size were obtained, often generating mistrust of the unknown. In 
other cases, these estimates are considered fully unrealistic by experienced observers with in- 
depth knowledge of particular areas and species. This usually results in conflict and dis- 
satisfaction among funding agencies and the volunteers that provide invaluable help and 
huge amounts of useful raw data on particular species in particular areas (Greenwood 2007). 



 

   

 

 
Despite the diffuse concerns over the reliability of population estimates derived from 
computational frameworks, ironically, it is rarely possible to demonstrate their inaccuracies. 
This is usually because the very large scale over which inference and extrapolation are 
typically applied precludes a critical assessment through comparison with direct counts 
conducted over the same area. In this scenario, validation of the estimates in smaller-scale 
calibration areas becomes an even more essential requirement. In its absence, large-scale 
estimates should be presented as a fundamentally hypothetical exercise, and should be thus 
considered by managers, government agencies and international conservation institutions. 

Further debate, tangentially important to this note, is currently focused on the scale at 
which population size should be assessed for the purpose of global or regional conservation 
of each species. Obviously, direct counts of many abundant and widely distributed species 
can not be conducted over very large areas. In these cases, a well-designed monitoring 
program should ensure that the relative or absolute abundance of common species is 
estimated as intensively and accurately as possible in ad hoc control areas. To this aim, we 
reiterate that monitoring programs recording abundance or population size should always 
include detailed species-specific pilot studies that allow the assessment and calibration of 
potential errors. This evaluation should imperatively incorporate the comparison of pre- 
dicted population size with the real population size. 

In conclusion, some ecologists and conservation biologists seem increasingly attracted to 
sophisticated modelling approaches. While more powerful computational tools can allow 
deeper insight into ecological systems, they also come with assumptions and caveats that should 
not be discounted. Among the most notable of these is the fact that powerful analytical tools 
should be accompanied by powerful data, although even ‘weak’ analytical tools would produce 
inappropriate conclusions if the assumptions of those tools were violated and fundamental 
model validation techniques had been ignored. Emphasis on sophisticated modelling approa- 
ches is exponentially increasing, but attention to data quality and appropriateness of fieldwork 
design seems to be alarmingly declining. Such disconnections of analysts from ‘‘nature’’ will 
very likely lead to increasing cases of biological unrealities like that used here to illustrate such 
trends. To counter such risks, we encourage investment in well-rounded scientists or more 
collaborative, multi-disciplinary teams capable of integrating sophisticated analyses with in- 
depth knowledge of the natural history of their study subjects (Futuyma 1998; Dayton 2003; 
Greene 2005). In parallel, we hope to see major improvements in the design of large-scale field 
surveys, with incorporation of spatio-temporally replicated calibration (for models) and vali- 
dation (for results). We recognize the logistical difficulties imposed by such approaches, but we 
also consider that these would be overridden by the benefits acquired by more transparent and 
valid procedures. These seem essential for a knowledge-based society urged to understand and 
preserve a nature in crisis. 
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